


•[s]: likes, meets, visits, 
hates

•[z]: enjoys, plays, 
shows, wins

•[iz]: loses, watches, 
washes, fixes

•[ŋ]: reading, playing, 
visiting, meeting



•Running,running never 
still,

•Dancing,laughing with 
the will.

•All the day and some at 
night

•Playing hard with all 
your might.



WHAT’S OUR TOPIC TODAY?
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1.I play chess every weekend.

2.I am playing chess now.

3.I am playing chess next weekend.

4.You are always playing chess.

5.I enjoy playing chess at the moment.



                          1.RECOGNISE 
AND NAME 
DIFFERENT 
BOARD GAMES
3.REMEMBER THE 
NEW MEANINGS 
OF THE VERB IN 
PRESENT 
CONTINUOUS

• 2.PRACTISE  
USING PRESENT 
SIMPLE AND 
PRESENT 
CONTINUOUS IN 
OUR SPEECH

• 4.REMEMBER 
STATE VERBS 



Backgammon

[b´ækgæmǝn]

Нарды



Jigsaw puzzle

[ʤ´ɪgsɔ: ´pʌzl]

Пазл



Chess

[ʧ´es]

Шахматы



Dominoes

[d´ɒminoʊz]

Домино



Scrabble

[skr´æbl]

Игра слов



Darts

[da:ts]

Дартс



Billiards

[b´ɪliǝdz]

Бильярд

Billiards

Бильярд

[b´ɪliǝdz]

Billiards

Бильярд



[ma:blz]

Marbles

Шарики



are board games?

are for two players?

are team games?

do you play in your country?



Ex. 9 p. 59
Listen and match the speakers to  the 

activities they like:

Speaker  1 - … 
Speaker  2 - …
Speaker  3 - …
Speaker  4 - …
Speaker  5 - …

A  billiards
B  marbles
C  darts
D  dominoes
E  scrabble
F  chess
G  jigsaw



Check yourself:

Speaker  1 -  F
Speaker  2 -  E
Speaker  3 -  C
Speaker  4 -  G
Speaker  5 -  B

Mistakes - Marks
      0    -   “5”
      1   –   “4” 
      2   –   “3”
      3   –   “2”







1.Permanent states
-My mother works at the hospital.
2. Daily routine
-I do my homework every evening.



1. Action happening now
-He’s talking to his friend at the 
moment.
2. Future plans
-I’m going to St Petersburg this 
summer.
3. Annoyance
-She’s always talking during the lesson.







Ex. 6 p. 59
Complete the text with the correct form of these verbs:

 1. not come
 2. do
 3. meet
 4. learn
 5. speak
 6. not go
 7. rain
 8. lose
 9. play
 10. have

1. Jason………………with us tonight.
2. What……you …..in your free time?
3. We usually…………..in the library at three 

o’clock.
4. Greg……………..to play chess today.
5. ……….Mary…....….French well?
6. I…………..often…......skiing.
7. It …………………at the moment.
8. You …….always…………….your keys!
9. My father………..chess every afternoon.

10. I……….. ……dinner with my 
grandparents tonight.

isn’t coming

do you do
meet

is learning
speak

are

am having

don’t
is raining

Does
go

loosing
plays



State verbs – Глаголы 
состояния

•Ving    They mean sense, 
emotions:

•Enjoy
•Feel
•Love
•Like
•Know
•Hear
•See
•…..





Было интересно, все 
получилось, все понял

Были  затруднения,но в целом я 
справился

Я испытывал трудности,этот вид 
работы
 показался мне скучным, 
непосильно сложным.



ФИО 
обучающег
ося

                                   ВИДЫ РАБОТЫ НА УРОКЕ

грамм
атика

работа 
со 
слова-
ми

чтение говорени
е

аудиров
а-ние

      

Моя самооценка  

Отметка товарища  

Отметка учителя  



•Write a letter about your favourite board 
game( 50-80 words).

•Make a project about a popular board 
game in your country.




